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SUMMARY

KRAS G12C inhibitors have shown promise in KRAS G12C–mutant lung cancer but intrinsic and acquired resistance are common. Cotreatment with inhibitors of the protein phosphatase SHP2 can abrogate the adaptive response of cancer cells to KRAS inhibitors resulting in greater suppression of MAPK signaling and enhanced tumor growth inhibition.

Clinical trials of highly selective, covalent KRAS G12C inhibitors are now ongoing. Early results with one such compound, AMG 510, have been promising with 11 of the first 23 patients with KRAS G12C–mutant non–small cell lung cancer achieving a partial response (3). Unfortunately, in some patients, responses were short-lived, and minimal activity was observed in colorectal cancer where only one of the first 26 patients responded. While these results provide proof-of-concept that targeting KRAS G12C is feasible, the data suggest that mechanistically informed combinations will be required to achieve durable responses in most patients. That the clinical activity to AMG 510 has varied as a function of tumor lineage mirrors the experience with the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib, where single-agent activity was minimal in colorectal cancer due to feedback-induced activation of EGFR signaling.

In this issue of Clinical Cancer Research, Ryan and colleagues used the covalent KRAS G12C inhibitors ARS-1620 and AMG 510 to study the adaptive response of KRAS G12C–mutant lung, colon, and pancreatic cancer cell lines to selective KRAS G12C inhibition (1). They found that KRAS G12C inhibitors downregulated MAPK pathway activation in all cell lines as demonstrated by a decrease in the expression of phosphorylated MEK, ERK, and RSK at 4 hours. However, MAPK pathway reactivation was observed in most cell lines by 24–48 hours despite continued suppression of GTP-bound KRAS. By performing isoform-specific pulldown assays, they were able to show that treatment with the KRAS G12C inhibitor resulted in a several-fold increase in NRAS-GTP and HRAS-GTP levels. The results suggest that KRAS G12C–mutant cells lines adapt rapidly to selective inhibition of mutant KRAS by activating wild-type RAS and that this oncogenic bypass was sufficient to restore MAPK signaling. Further analysis revealed that the increased activation of wild-type RAS activity was the result of increased receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) activation. Complicating matters, the specific RTK driving the rebound in MAPK signaling varied among the cell lines in the panel.

As the data suggested that cotargeting a single RTK such as EGFR would be unlikely to maximally suppress MAPK pathway activity, they analyzed whether coinhibiting the protein tyrosine phosphatase SHP2 could attenuate the activation of wild-type RAS. SHP2 activates RAS downstream of RTKs through several mechanisms, including dephosphorylation of Sprouty proteins. As predicted, cotreatment of cells with ARS-1620 and the SHP2 inhibitor, SHP099, induced more durable ERK inhibition by abrogating RTK-mediated MAPK pathway reactivation. In mice, the combination was well-tolerated and induced sustained MAPK pathway inhibition in xenograft tumors and suppression of tumor growth. On the basis of these compelling preclinical data, we agree with the authors that the KRAS G12C and SHP2 inhibitor combination warrants testing in patients.
Figure 1.
KRAS G12C-mutant cancer cells restore MAPK pathway signaling following selective G12C inhibition through RTK-mediated activation of wild-type RAS. A, In KRAS G12C-mutant cancer cells, RTK activation is suppressed by ERK-mediated negative feedback. B, Treatment of KRAS G12C-mutant cells with the covalent G12C inhibitor ARS-1620 results in a release of upstream feedback inhibition of RTKs on the cell surface, which bypass KRAS G12C inhibition by activating wild-type RAS. This results in a rebound in MAPK pathway signaling. C, Cotreatment of cells with a SHP2 inhibitor can prevent RTK-mediated activation of wild-type RAS resulting in more durable MAPK pathway inhibition. D, While cotreatment with a MEK inhibitor can also prevent rebound in MAPK pathway signaling, the resulting relief of negative feedback inhibition of RTKs and RAS can lead to activation of parallel oncogenic pathways such as the PI3K/AKT pathway.
The results reported by Ryan and colleagues are highly analogous to the adaptive response of BRAF V600E–mutated tumors to treatment with selective RAF inhibitors and suggest that the clinical development of KRAS G12C inhibitors will follow a similar path. Treatment of BRAF V600E–mutant cells with RAF inhibitors results in a rapid relief of upstream feedback inhibition of RTKs and RAS. This results in induction of BRAF dimers, which are insensitive to RAF inhibitors and reactivation of ERK signaling (4). As even a small rebound in MAPK pathway signaling can attenuate the clinical response to RAF inhibitors, combination therapies that target multiple nodes in the pathway induce more profound responses in preclinical models. Consistent with these results, the combination of RAF and MEK inhibitors is more effective than either alone in BRAF V600E–mutant melanoma.

However, MEK inhibitors, by targeting a downstream node in the MAPK pathway, can release upstream RTK and RAS from feedback inhibition which can, in some cellular contexts, result in activation of parallel signaling pathways such as the PI3 kinase pathway. Therefore, cotargeting upstream may prove to be more effective than cotargeting downstream as it would be predicted to not only induce more potent MAPK pathway inhibition, but also prevent reciprocal activation of parallel prooncogenic signaling pathways (Fig. 1). In support of this hypothesis, in colorectal cancer, where EGFR is the dominant RTK contributing to ERK reactivation, EGFR and RAF inhibitor combinations, with or without MEK inhibition, are required to durably inhibit MAPK signaling (5). The data reported by Ryan and colleagues, suggest that similar vertical cotargeting of the MAPK pathway will be required to achieve the full potential of KRAS G12C inhibitors as was required for RAF inhibitors. Furthermore, their data suggest that in BRAF V600E–mutant tumors, cotargeting of SHP2 may be preferred to RTK and RAF inhibitor combinations. It remains unknown, however, whether current SHP2 inhibitors will have an adequate therapeutic index to inhibit SHP2 and RAS activation sufficiently to induce antitumor responses in patients. It is also possible that alternative mechanisms of resistance will quickly emerge that limit the benefit of vertical pathway cotargeting, at least in some patients. Despite these concerns, we eagerly await clinical trials testing the combination of KRAS G12C (and BRAF) and SHP2 inhibitors and expect that KRAS G12C will soon join the growing list of oncogenic mutations that can be selectively targeted in patients.
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